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Understanding the coupled kinetic and thermodynamics factors

governing colloidal nanocrystals nucleation and growth are critical

factors in the predictable and reproducible synthesis of advanced

nanomaterials. We show that the temporal temperature profile is

decisive in tuning the particle shape from pseudo-spherical to

monodisperse cubes. The shape of the nanocrystals was character-

ized by transmission electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction. We

introduce a mechanism for the shape controlled synthesis in the

context of temperature-dependent nucleation and growth and

provide experimental evidence to support it.
Lead chalcogenides nanocrystals (NCs) have been the subject of

intense research efforts because they provide an advantageous model

system for fundamental quantum confinement studies as well as

building blocks for NC-based devices. An impressively broad range

of NC shapes having been reported in the literature, including

spheres, cubes, octahedra, rods, and stars.1–3 The various NC shapes

can be achieved through relatively minor modifications in the

synthesis conditions, e.g. changing the composition of the surfactant

mixture.1 Several studies have recently been reported detailing the

effects of acetate content,4 trioctylphosphine impurities,5 oxidation of

solvent double bonds,6 and phosphine chemistry of selenium

precursors7 on particle yield, size, and shape. Unfortunately, the

sensitive response to synthesis conditions in these and other materials

has often led to a lack of reproducibility from run-to-run and from

lab-to-lab. There is a growing recognition in the field that a more

detailed approach to the characterization and reporting of synthetic

procedures is required to fully standardize the production of nano-

materials.8 To address this issue, we investigated the time–tempera-

ture profile of the hot-injection synthesis. Our results provide new

insights into the underlying kinetic and thermodynamic consider-

ations governing shaped controlled NC synthesis. We demonstrate

how tuning the time–temperature profile affords robust control over
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the shape of PbSe NCs from pseudo-spherical to cubic without

alteration of any other synthetic parameters. Importantly, this

approach provides shape control without altering the NC surface

chemistry, which is an important prerequisite for the study of the NC

shape dependent electronic structure.

The rock salt crystal structure of lead chalcogenide NCs facilitates

direct correlation of crystal shape to the growth of specific facets.2,3 In

general, the shape of a NC depends on the relative rate at which

specific facets grow during synthesis. The growth rate can be related

to the surface energy of a particular facet via the Curie Gibbs Wulff

theorem.9 Although this theorem applies to systems in thermody-

namic equilibrium, it provides a helpful basis for explaining shape

controlled NC growth.10 The specific challenge for the growth of

cubic lead salt NCs is therefore to achieve fast growth of high surface

energy (111) facets to yield a crystal shape defined by low energy (100)

facets. While theoretical studies of capped and uncapped surfaces

have been reported, many questions remain about the physical and

chemical nature of NC surfaces and the bound ligand.11,12 Interest in

shape controlled lead salt NC synthesis derives in large part from the

influence of shape on the electronic structure of individual NCs13 and

the inter-NC coupling in condensed films.14

We synthesized cubic PbSe NCs according to a simplified method

loosely based on that reported by Lu et al.2 Special care was taken to

remove trace water from solvents and precursor solutions (see ESI†).

A lead oleate stock solution was produced by dissolving 6 mmol of

PbO in 48 mL of diphenyl ether (DPE) and 12 mL of oleic acid at

elevated temperatures, which was then cooled and stored under

nitrogen for later use. Separately, 8 mL of DPE and 3 mL of 1 M

trioctylphosphine : selenide (TOP : Se) were heated to 200 �C under

nitrogen for one hour. 10 mL of lead oleate stock solution and 2 mL

of room temperature DPE were simultaneously rapidly injected into

the reaction mixture, which caused the reaction temperature to dip

below 140 �C. The solution was heated back up to 200 �C at varying

rates and NCs were allowed to grow for 6 minutes before quenching.

The NCs were cleaned using hexane and ethanol as the solvent and

anti-solvent respectively.

We performed a series of reactions under identical starting

conditions while adjusting the temperature ramp rate following the

precursor injection. This approach allowed us to isolate the effects of

the temperature curve on particle shape. Fig. 1 shows the complete

time–temperature profiles for these reactions, alongwith transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) images of the particles. Importantly, the

TEM data clearly illustrate that the controlled temperature profile
Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 3625–3628 | 3625
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Fig. 1 (A) Detailed reaction time–temperature profile of six different

reactions with identical starting conditions, labeled (i)–(vi). (B) TEM

images of reactions (i)–(vi) (scale bar: 30 nm).
Fig. 2 (A) X-ray diffraction of samples (i)–(vi) from Fig. 1 with PbSe

rock-salt (111) and (200) indexed. (B) Integrated ratio of the (200) : (111)

reflections normalized to the powder value plotted against the reaction

parameter, defined as the time in seconds after initial injection that the

reaction mixture reached 167 �C. Schematics with the random and

preferential orientation of nanocrystals corresponding to the X-ray

response are included as well.
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yields control over NC shape ranging from pseudo-spherical to cubic

with increasing temperature ramp rates. We note that because in

typical literature reports detailed aspects of the time–temperature

profile are generally not included, in many cases each of these reac-

tion protocols would be described nearly identically. Particles

synthesized with the highest ramp rates yielded 11.1 nm mono-

disperse cubes with an average aspect ratio of 1.08 and a size distri-

bution below 9%.

Accurate and representative analysis of the NC shape requires

special experimental consideration. TEM provides helpful first

insights, but shape analysis is complicated by the fact that the

micrograph is a two-dimensional projection of a three-dimensional

structure and moreover influenced by sampling bias since only a very

small fraction of the sample, usually the very best images, are

included in the analysis. The form factor derived from X-ray scat-

tering analysis can, in principle, be used to assess the NC shape.

However, variations in NC size distribution obscure the direct shape

analysis from their scattering pattern. To gain reliable information

about particle shape, we exploited the fact that NC shape influences

their self-assembly in thin films. Specifically, we exploited the ratio of

the (200) : (111) reflections as a convenient metric of the orientational

ordering of NC in the film and hence the cubic character of the NC

shape. NC films with approximately 60 nm thickness were prepared

by drop casting a dilute solution (1 mgmL�1 in hexane) of NCs onto

precleaned silicon substrates and allowing rapid evaporation

(<1 minute) of the solvent.

Fig. 2 illustrates the direct correlation between the between the

ratio of (200) : (100), i.e. the cubic NC shape and the temperature

ramp rate. Similar diffractograms have been observed previously,

and indicate a specific orientation of the particle to the substrate.15

Spherical NCs do not exhibit preferred crystallographic orientation

relative to the substrate and yield powder-like X-ray diffraction

patterns. In the case of cubes, large (100) facets preferentially lie flat
3626 | Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 3625–3628
on the substrate which leads to a preferred crystallographic orienta-

tion. As a result, for highly cubic particles, X-ray reflections from

(100) planes will be more pronounced, which is the trend we report

here. Samples (i)–(iii) exhibit a powder-like diffraction pattern

without preferential NC orientation. Samples (iv) and (v) exhibit

integrated (200) : (111) ratios that are 5 and 6 times larger than in the

powder indicating preferential orientation of cube faces normal to

the substrate. Sample (vi) displays an almost exclusive preference for

the (200) reflection, with the (200) : (111) ratio at almost 1000.

Beyond the TEM analysis, this data shows the cube-like behavior of

PbSe NCs synthesized using a high ramp rate. We will provide

a more detailed analysis of the packing structures of nanocubes in an

upcoming report.

While our investigations found that a six minute reaction is

optimum for the production of cubes that are monodisperse in terms

of size and shape, this introduces ambiguity about the source of the

shape tunability. Specifically, within the six minute time frame,

the reactions with slower ramp rates, such as (i)–(iii), do not reach the

same final growth temperature as the (iv)–(vi). This raises an

important question: is it the ramp rate that influence the particle

shape or only the final growth temperature? To address this issue we

considered two sets on reactions. In the first set (Fig. S1†), we

extended the growth time to 30 minutes and changed the final reac-

tion temperature to 180 �C. Despite all reactions reaching the same

temperature by the end of their growth period (in most cases for

several minutes), the products still represented a continuum from

pseudo-spherical to cubic as temperature ramp rate increased.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 3 (A) Time temperature profiles of 4 different reactions with

identical starting conditions labeled (vii)–(x). Solid lines indicate the set

points on the temperature controller while dotted lines are the measured

values. (B) TEM images of reactions (vii)–(x) (scale bar: 50 nm).

Fig. 4 (Top) the time–temperature profile of a single reaction is repor-

ted, along with the time of retrieval of several aliquots of reaction solu-

tion. A 2nd injection was performed just after the retrieval of aliquot C.

(Below) representative TEM images of aliquots (xi)–(xiv) from the above

reaction (scale bar: 50 nm).
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For the reactions in Fig. 3, we used as similar a ramp rate as the

dynamic hot injection allows but varied the final growth temperature.

These reactions produced cubic particles for a relatively wide range of

final growth temperatures (170–200 �C). We note that for reaction

(viii), cubes are produced even though the final growth temperature is

below that of samples (ii) and (iii), and all of the samples in Fig. S1†.

These data show that in order for cubes to be produced, it is not

sufficient merely for a high temperature to be reached, but that it

must be reached at an early point in the reaction.

A complicating aspect of the hot-injection synthesis is that both

synthesis temperature and precursor concentration evolve during the

course of the reaction. To decouple the effects of the temperature

profile from the depleting precursor concentration we designed

experiments with carefully timed sequential precursor injections and

time–temperature profiles as shown in Fig. 4. To probe the evolution

of the NC shape, we took aliquots at specific reaction times. The

shape of NCs after injection but prior to the ramp-up was spherical

(sample xi). After ramping up the temperature to 200 �C (sample xii),

the NC shape did not change appreciably over the course of

5 minutes (sample xiii). The nearly spherical NC shape at the high

temperature is an indication that the NC shape is not simply a func-

tion of synthesis temperature. The ability of the NC to attain the

cubic equilibrium shape is constrained by the lack of precursor and

the slow rates of solid shape transformations. Only upon addition of

extra precursor (lead : oleate stock solution (2.5 mL) and TOP : Se

(0.75 mL)) is the spherical shape attained as validated in Fig. 4,

sample (xiv). Allowing particles to remain at high temperatures does

not result in a shape transformation to cubes, contrary to what has

been observed in some other systems, e.g. iron oxide NCs.16

We interpret the results of this experiment based on the relative

energies of the (100) and (111) surfaces. Theoretical calculations

predict that (100) is the most energetically stable surface for rock-salt

PbSe,11 suggesting that if PbSe NCs are allowed to achieve
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
thermodynamic equilibrium the (100) facets will start to dominate,

resulting in a cubic shape.However, if the high temperature necessary

to achieve that equilibrium is not attained quickly enough, most of

the monomer will have already been depleted in the particle growth,

making shape change only possible through the slow route of solid

state kinetics. As seen in the previous experiment, little shape change

is observed after 6 minutes of growth time at high temperatures,

however by injecting a small amount of monomer into the solution,

liquid state kinetics again become available, allowing the particles to

adopt a thermodynamically favorable shape in amuch shorter period

of time. The necessity of achieving a high temperature while there is

still enough monomer in solution to allow particle growth explains

the critical dependence on post-injection ramp rate.

To illustrate the versatility of the NC shape control through

programming the time–temperature profile we demonstrate the depth

of the temperature dip following the precursor injection as an addi-

tional adjustable parameter.Wemanipulated this temperature dip by

either heating the injection solution or by increasing the solvent

volume during precursor injection (Fig. S2†). While cubic NCs are

produced as long as a high temperature is achieved sufficiently

quickly, a smaller temperature dip leads to lower monodispersity and

smaller yields, in some cases less than 1 mg of well-dispersed, unag-

gregated product. This agrees well with previous studies on the

importance of a temperature decrease on a single discreet nucleation

event17 and the fusing of NCs at elevated temperatures.18 We also

note that while special care has been taken to remove trace water in

these reactions, it is possible to produce cubic NCs without these

precautions. In fact, the relationship between ramp-rate and particle

shape illustrated in our work is remarkably robust to perturbations in

the chemical nature of the synthesis environment. The ability to tune

NC shape via time temperature profile held even in the presence of

minute amounts of water (Fig. S3†). Moreover, we note that the

reaction was rather insensitive to the solvent mixture. Cubes were
Nanoscale, 2012, 4, 3625–3628 | 3627
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successfully produced in a variety of different solvents, though the

products are most monodisperse when made from DPE (Fig. S4†).
Conclusions

We have investigated the effect of the relationship between the time–

temperature profile and the growth of PbSe NC with programmable

shape.We show that precise control of the post-injection ramp rate is

critical for shape control and reproducibility of synthesis products. By

adjusting the ramp rate independently of other parameters, we were

able to tune the shape from pseudo-spherical to monodisperse cubes.

We illustrate the necessity of growing cubic NCs in the thermody-

namically controlled regime, while still providing enough monomer

to allow for particle growth. These insights have important and

general implications for the shape control, reproducibility, and

reporting of synthesized NCs.
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